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The sequel to Monroe's Journey Out Of The Body is an amazing parapsychological odyssey that

reflects a decade of research into the psychic realm beyond the known dimensions of physical

reality.

The sequel to Monroe's "Journey Out Of The Body is an amazing parapsychological odyssey that

reflects a decade of research into the psychic realm beyond the known dimensions of physical

reality.

Robert Monroe's story is such a remarkable one that for me it took a few years of pondering and

re-reading various accounts of his "journeys" to come to grips with it as a legitimate reality. Since

the early 1960's, Monroe carefully logged many hundreds or thousands of out of body experiences

and over the years mastered exit techniques and went on to teach them to many students at his

institute in Virginia.Far Journeys is a wild ride and was at times difficult to follow due to the many

terms RM coined to describe the completely unknown entities and experiences that became routine



for him. Once you get accustomed to the vocabulary, the narrative becomes more intelligible. The

book is really something of a travelogue to non-physical reality. He is not stopping along the way to

explain things to us readers, but leaving the experiences to speak for themselves. In the end, one is

left to grapple with the implications of all he is laying out. Is he just completely insane? I don't think

that is the case. Monroe was, in my view, a true modern mystic, born into a highly academic and

rational Western world. He brought all of his pragmatism and mechanistic views on the world to bear

as he wrestled with his remarkable gifts. He is really the heir to Edgar Casey, and in turn any

number of mystics from antiquity.

I wonder how much of this is opinion or point of view interpretation. Do all sleepers go through this

process? Also, the structure and titles and jobs, all seem governed. What's the government? I don't

doubt the OOB experience and I believe most of this is true, but some parts, like the sexual energy

interpretation, seems to be the author's personal projection. Which, as Charlie as an example, is

very probable.

This will stretch your imagination and open up new possibilities. Not as easy to read as his other two

books, but very detailed about his travels in time and space and other dimensions.

This book answers many questions for me. I love reading about Monroe's OBE adventures. His

Journeys Out Of The Body is a great precursor to Far Journeys. Love reading about his encounters

with the "Inspecs" or Light Beings. And also, Monroe's account of a other-world Being that he met

on the astral plane and how that Being entered the earth plane as a fun adventure and how that

Being become emotionally attached to the earth and got caught in the birth/rebirth process. Goes

right along with Edgar Casey's account of the same dynamic.

The best book of the trilogy probably. The "sex pile" story was so insane! There are some really far

out, fantastic things that happen to Monroe in his astral travels, and they're all real, which is

incredible! I just love this guy and I'm so glad he decided to write down his experiences for the rest

of us to read. His Hemi-Sync products are also life-changing and will help you have OBEs.

Robert Monroe was an amazing guy! He founded the Monroe Institute and I have been listening to

him on youtube for weeks now. This book is fantastic!



I first read this book in the 1980's. Robert Monroe's Far Jouneys was the second in a series of three

books on his personal experience into altered states of reality. The text had a profound impact on

my belief structure of physical reality. I too had personal experience with the term he "coined" as

OBE (out of body experiences) to the extent that I concur with his mission statement that, "I am

more than my physical body, therefore... I can percieve more than the physical world."

Interesting content and perspective of human consciousness and OBEs. Requires an open mind.
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